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Résumé

On donne un aperçu des possibilités que l'on a de faire
de la recherche en physique nucléaire avec un accélérateur
linéaire CW ayant une énergie nominale de 100 MeV et un
courant de faisceau >_ 100 pA et étant muni d'un mono-
chromateur a rayonnement de freinage et d'un compteur de
coïncidences pour les produits de réaction. Ce type d'ac-
célérateur permettrait d'effectuer de nombreuses expériences
qui élargiraient et compléteraient les programmes du
département de physique neutronique. On propose de mettre
sur pied un programme ayant pour but de réaliser un ac-
célérateur répondant à ces exigences tout en prévoyant la
possibilité d'accroître éventuellement les énergies
disponibles.
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I INTRODUCTION •> ;

A. Synopsis

1 2 3

Nuclear reactions by photon or electron ' bombardment

have contributed much to the understanding of nuclear struc-

ture. However, photonuclear studies have been severely

handicapped by the poor resolution available with bremsstrah-

lung beams and electroexcitation experiments have been hindered

by the propensity of electrons to radiate in the presence of

nuclei and other electrons. Because of the latter effect,

low-intensity inelastic electron spectra have been difficult

to resolve from the stronger radiation tail of the elastic peak.

The main object of the facility discussed in this report is

to make available high resolution beams of photons and electrons

at ~10 0 MeV, with improved background conditions. With such

beams, electromagnetic excitation should assume a precision

approaching charged particle techniques, as exemplified by work

with Tandem accelerators, in probing nuclear structure. Since

the electromagnetic interaction is well understood, photons and

electrons have unique properties as nuclear probes over particles

which interact via the strong interaction. For example, they

have obvious advantages for studying charge and current distri-

butions in the nucleus and, at high energies, in the nucleons

themselves. The kinds of experiment and generally the ease of

performance increase with energy but no particular energy can

be marked as a threshold into a new realm of research. In this

report we take 100 MeV as a nominal energy for challenging
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research; 50 MeV would give less scope while 200 MeV would

greatly extend the rai.ge of possible experiments.

In Section II the desirable performance characteristics of

an electron accelerator system (accelerator plus necessary

magnetic analysers) designed to make available beams of photons

and electrons with good energy resolution for nuclear physics

research are outlined. The accelerator system would have

characteristics summarized in Table I. To provide the high

resolution (of the order of 20 keV) monoenergetic photon

facility, the accelerator would be coupled to a photon mono-

chromator ' , a device which tags bremsstrahlung photons ac-

cording to the energy of the scattered electron as determined

in a magnetic spectrometer. For inelastic electron experiments,

the electron beam bombards the target directly and coincidence

events are recorded between the inelastically scattered elec-

tron , detected after momentum analysis, and some other product

of the inelastic reaction under study. Many inelastic electron

scattering coincidence experiments would also profit from 20 keV

resolution but for some of these the counting rates consistent

with acceptable accidental to real ratios are prohibitively

low. There are however many applications both with and without

the coincidence requirement for which reduced resolution (say

100 keV) is very valuable. To cover this wide range of beam

requirements the current and resolution are specified between

wide limits. A table of performance figures for some typical

existing electron accelerators will also be found in Section II.
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Table I

Accelerator System Performance Characteristics

E slOO MeV

E variability continuous for E>10 MeV

AE variable 2-100 keV

I 100 |iA at AE = 100 keV
av second p r i o r i t y ~2 mA with AE=100-500 keV

I a v stability 1-5%

E stability ~±1 keV

E reproducibility ~±1 keV

Duty factor 100%

Emittance ^10 mm.mrad

In Section III the areas of physics that would become acces-

sible with the aid of such a continuous-beam electron accelerator

are outlined and documented. It is found that large numbers of

present experiments would be greatly benefited by the increased

resolution and by reduction of background permitted by the coin-

cidence tagging techniques. Many experiments otherwise difficult

or impractical could be undertaken. Among promising fields for

study with this facility are:

- strength functions

- detailed structure of giant resonances for various

multipoles and including isospin effects

- form factors giving spin, parity, multipolarity information

- photo- and electro-fission
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Several of the experiments that could be pursued with such a

facility follow logically as direct extensions of, or adjuncts

to, work on (n,y), (d,py), (y,^') and (Y,f) reactions carried

out by Neutron Physics Branch at the present time. They would

provide a natural direction of growth for these interests and

the redirection of effort could be planned to take maximum

advantage of research opportunities at both NRU and the new

facility. Thus it would seem ideal to time the facility to

complement the "y-ray scattering experiments using the modified

beam tubes in the new NRU vessel and to absorb effort from the

chopper which will approach obsolescence in two or three years.

While experience on the new facility is gained and subsequently,

the y-ray scattering, chopper and other (n,y) facilities at NRU

would still be of value in supplementing investigations on the

electron facility and for other applications.

Section IV presents the advantages of allowing, in the

initial plan, for extending the facility later to 1000 MeV with

a beam current of about 1 mA. A survey of some experimental

fields opened up by this second stage is given. Here again

many of the experiments that could be undertaken appear as

logical extensions of interests that will have been kindled by

experience with the 100 MeV stage. It is worth noting that each

step of this development from 10 MeV photo-excitations (wave

number k£0.05 f ) at NRU to 100 MeV electron excitations

'momentum transfer q^l.O f~ t to 1000 MeV electron excitations

(qsio f~ ) represents an order-of-magnitude step in resolution

of the nuclear substructure and a progression in available
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probes of increasing power and versatility from photons through

electrons to v and p. mesons .

B. Proposal

It is proposed that a study be undertaken to establish the

optimum plan and the costs of a 100 MeV electron accelerator

system with the performance outlined in part A above and Section

II. It is further suggested that if the outcome of that study

is favourable., a program to design and construct such an accel-

erator be begun to provide at CRNL the research capability to

take advantage of the rich field of work outlined in Section III.

For best advantage the electron facility would be timed for

initial experiments about 2 years following start up of NRU.

Although the facility might be of prime interest to Neutron

Physics Branch physicists, it would also undoubtedly find many

uses complementing experiments on the Tandem and could be shared

by experimenters normally using that facility as well as by

scientists from other divisions and from universities.

No attempt is made now to prejudge the choice of accelerator

except to point out the urgency of completing it within the

time-scale mentioned above. For optimum advantage in pursuing

the most scientifically rewarding experiments, it is essential

to be in the field early. Other laboratories, notably University

of Illinois , and Bartol Research Foundation , are already em-

barking on accelerator programs with similar aims. The proposed

storage rings for the U. of Saskatchewan and U. of Toronto linacs
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are also facilities with similar uses. The capability of

the facility proposed herein goes significantly beyond that

of the Toronto ring and indeed the Toronto machine would

provide an opportunity for CRNL researchers to learn tech-

niques in advance of work on their own facility. The survey

of research applications (Section III) shows a field large

enough to support a number of such facilities.

In view of the great importance of the short time scale

it would seem desirable to build the initial (100 MeV) stage

with minimum recourse to development of new technology and

to concentrate development effort on perfecting other struc-

tures including the best means for realizing the second

(1000 MeV) stage.
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II FACILITIES' CHARACTERISTICS

A. Existing accelerators

Some leading electron linear accelerators used in nuclear

electromagnetic excitation studies with energies ^ 150 MeV are

listed in Table II. This table does not include advanced

electron accelerators designed for special purposes, notably
Q

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory linac, ORELA , designed pri-

marily for pulsed neutron time of flight applications, the Los

Alamos intense burst facility PI^RMEX or low-energy high-current

devices for medical or industrial applications . It will be

noted that all of the machines in Table I have duty factors less

than 0.5%. Higher duty factors of the order of 2% have been

achieved in recently constructed linacs in the 500 MeV range,

notably those at Saclay and MIT; these will be discussed briefly

in Section IV A. The accelerator with highest duty factor is at

present the 20 MeV E.P.A. linac with a duty factor of 10% . This

accelerator was built as a systems test for the LAMPF accelerator

but is currently being used part time for physics experiments.

Table II Some Existing Accelerators and Typical Operating Conditions

Accelerator

IP
Saskatchewan
Toronto

14
Darmstadt

NBS 1 5

NRL 1 6

Amsterdam
1 ft

Livermore
Yale97

Energy
MeV

100

35

60

150

60

95

80

60

Energy Max lav.
Spread uA

~ 2 % 98

<1.6% 500

0.3%(analysed)

-vl% 1000

2% 200

<2% 75

0.0 5% (analysed) 700

<5% 20

Duty

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

Factor
0/

.06

.35

.03

.43

.04

.05

.1

.08
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Several laboratories are known to be considering ways of

lengthening the duty cycle of existing accelerators or planning

new high-duty-factor machines. Projects that have come to our

attention are listed in Table III.

Table III Some High Duty Cycle Machines Planned

laboratory Facility Max Energy Max lav. Duty Ref•

MeV Ufl Factor %

Saskatchewan storage ring £300 ~100 80-100 19

Toronto storage ring 45 25 80-100 20

U.of Illinois supercond. linac 30 s.10 100 6

Bartol supercond. linac 16 - 100 7

Stanford supercond. linac 2 GeV 250 100 21

The Saskatchewan storage ring is currently under study. The

planned completion date is a few years. The Toronto program is

in the early planning stage. University of Illinois is funded

for a 30 MeV superconducting linac but it is hoped eventually to

go to 600 MeV by incorporating the linac into a racetrack microtron.

They have reached the stage of building and testing Nb cavities and

22expect soon to accelerate a low-intensity beam. The Bartol

Research Foundation program is in the planning stage. Both

Illinois and Bartol are assured close collaboration by the Stanford

superconducting cavity group. The Stanford accelerator will be

rebuilt from the earlier Mark III accelerator.

B. Proposed facility performance

In this section we shall define the desirable performance

characteristics of a continuous electron accelerator to be used
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in conjunction with apparatus described in sections C and D that

will provide (or define) high-resolution photon or electron bom-

barding energies. While an attempt will be made to justify choice

of each parameter it will be clear that there is considerable lee-

way in this choice and the listed values are not intended as rigid

specifications. Thus, if considerations other than physics re-

quirements rule out certain performance values, it is likely that

"compromise" parameters could provide a scientifically interesting,

although not ideal, design.

Ho attempt is made here to lay down the design of the accelerator

but merely to point out the relevant research considerations. Several

alternatives for the accelerator can be listed:

- Side-coupled cavity S-band conventional linac

- Folded linac with mirror magnet

- L-band linac

- Superconducting linac

- Superconducting microtron

One important consideration is to design the accelerator in such

a way as to allow the option later of easily adding to the structure

to reach higher energies. The (3=1 linac structures have the advantage

that adding can be done at either end or midway in the accelerator.

Lengthening the accelerator at the experimental-area end would amount

to a major and costly modification because large pieces of equipment,

e.g. analysing magnets, would have to be relocated and experimental

work would be curtailed through much of the building period.

Lengthening at the ion source end would be easier, in this regard the

23folded linac appears attractive since the extension could be made
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at the mirror magnet without affecting the ion source or

experimental areas. A second consideration, all important

from the experimental point of view, is the advantage of

entering the field early to benefit from new research oppor-

tunities . This may strongly influence the choice of structure

for the initial facility in favour of structures requiring a

minimum amount of development work. Time scales are discussed

in Section I B.

In this report the "accelerator" denotes all equipment

needed to deliver the beam to the point beyond which the ex-

perimenter's coincidence equipment takes control. This in-

cludes the accelerator proper and whatever systems for magnetic

analysis may be required to control the energy spread and

stability of the beam involved in the reaction. This division

is the most natural for specifying experimental requirements

and also allows maximum freedom for overall system design.

The desired performance characteristics are listed in Table

I, Section I A. These were chosen as follows:

Energy, E m a x a 100 MeV

To resolve details of the nuclear surface it is necessary

to have momentum transfers of at least 200 MeV/c, i.e.

energies of ~100 MeV. To measure form factors for higher

multipoles over a range of angles and at excitation energies

above the giant resonance one must also be able to reach at

least 200 MeV/c, and preferably higher.

Energy variability, continuously variable above 10 MeV.

It is required to carry out scattering experiments above
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5 MeV with the bremsstrahlung monochromator. This requires

energy variability above 10 MeV. Continuous variability

is desirable for some electro-excitation experiments.

Beam Spread There is no best beam spread for high reso-

lution experiments; the smaller the better. For the sake

of definiteness in Section III B we adopt 20 keV for experi-

ments with the bremsstrahlung monochromator and 100 keV for

the (e,e'x) coincidence experiments. To accommodate these

and still higher-resolution experiments we specify 2<AEQ<100

keV.

Beam Current The beam current is discussed in detail in

Sections III B, III D and the Appendix. No clear upper

limit of current can be given since it is possible to imagine

conditions (e.g. gaseous targets with small cross sections)

that could benefit from almost any increase in current. A

beam current of 100 îA at AEQ = 100 keV, with the proviso

that I in UA a AEQ in keV for AEQ < 100 keV, meets most

coincidence requirements and gives substantial improvements

in conventional (non-coincidence) experiments. Beam currents

as high as a few mA would be useful for some coincidence ex-

periments of (e,e'x) type and for some conventional experiments.

Beam Stability and Reproducibilitv

These quantities may not be independent if control of the

beam is effected through a stabilized analysing magnet and

slit system at the output, in some high precision (e,e'x) ex-

periments it may be desirable to match the 7-ray or particle
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detector energy accuracy with beam energy stability and

reproducibility. The accuracy of energy measurement with

solid state detectors is <±1 keV. It is desirable to avoid

beam-current flicker in coincidence experiment because time-

averaged accidental rates are then higher than for a steady

beam by a factor proportional to the peak current in the

bursts divided by the average current.

- Duty Factor 100%

In pulsed machines the accidental-to-real ratio, dead-time

losses and pulse pile-up effects are all proportional to the

peak current in the macropulse. For a given peak current,

the average current and hence the gain in overall count rate

is therefore proportional to the macroscopic duty factor,

hence the highest possible duty factor is required. The

microscopic duty factor is unimportant provided the frequency

f obeys f < 2 T where 2 T is the coincidence resolving time.

—8
Since 2 T is typically 10 s we require f > 100 MHz.

- Emittance

In bremsstrahlung production the photon divergence half angle
2

is me /E which is 10 mrad at 50 MeV. A magnetic spectrometer
«1

(see Fig. 1) with momentum resolution Ap/p12^ x 10 and -vl metre

radius could tolerate a beam spot width of 3 mm. Hence we estimate

the required emittance to be <30 nun mrad, say 10 mm.mrad. In

practice, for target cooling purposes a wider beam spot would be

necessary and the analysing magnet must be designed accordingly.

Photon monochromator

The photon monochromator has been described by Goldemberg4, O'connell

et al.5, and Kuchnir et al. and more recently, in connection
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Fig. 1. Photon monochromator schematic
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20
with the storage ring proposal for ths Toronto linac, by Knowles

The basic components of the monochromator are shown in Fig. 1.

The electron beam of energy E_ and spread AEQ (reference value

15 keV) is incident on the foil P. Bremsstrahlung photons pro-

duced in F proceed in a narrow con<5 of half angle me /E Q in the

direction of the incident beam to the target, T. This radiation

consists of all energies SE O- Electrons scattered from the foil F

also emerge within a narrow foreward cone. Those projected within

the acceptance solid angle and energy resolution AE ' of the

magnetic spectrometer are focussed on detector D '. Depending on
e

the reaction studied, the reaction product x (either y-ray, proton,

neutron or other particle) is detected in detector D . Coincidences
X

between D and D ' signify photo-excitation by "tagged" photons of

energy*E = EQ-Ee ' and width AE =(AEQ
2 + AEe'

2 + AE ,̂2)* where AEp

is the spread from straggling and differential energy-loss effects in the

foil F. Since a desirable working value for AE is of the order of 20 keV,

we require AEe' and AEp to be small compared to 2QkeV. I t is convenient to

maintain a fixed magnetic field in the analyser such that electrons

of say 5 MeV are focussed on D e ' . A magnet resolution AEe' = 15 keV

(momentum resolution Ap/p ^3x10 ) would be compatible with the

overall requirement. Similarly the thickness of the foil F would be

chosen so that AEp is sio keV. The tagged photon energy can be

varied above 5 MeV by selecting EQ above 10 MeV. By introducing a

y

radii as suggested in Fig. 1, it is possible to make measurements

with a range of energies E simultaneously. With such a system th

dispersion of the magnet may be such that AE ' = 15 keV cannot be

large number of counters, De', say 100 or even 1000, at different
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*We ignore energy loss in the radiator of the order of 20-100 keV.

achieved for all radii, but a larger average value would still

be acceptable.

This basic plan of the raonochromator depicted in Fig. 1 depends

on the accelerator resolution AE = 15 keV being achieved. It has

20
been pointed out that a narrow photon beam can be tagged even if

the electron beam is much wider than 15 keV. This is accomplished

by employing a dispersing magnet ahead of a specially designed

broad range magnetic spectrometer such that the dispersions of the

two magnets compensate and deliver to the detector D ', electrons

of a wide range of energies all of which are associated with brems-

strahlung within the narrow energy band required. However, it may

be difficult to design a system that provides both this dispersion

compensation and also covers a broad range of E (many detectors)

at the same time and hence the 15~keV-wide initial beam is strongly

preferred.

D. Electron inelastic scattering coincidence system

The experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 2 has been dis-

cussed by Goldemberg . The electron beam from the accelerator

strikes the specimen and the reaction products consisting of the

inelastic electron, e', and one or more of the reaction products

x=n,p,7,fission fragment, etc. are detected in coincidence. in

many experiments the initial electron energy E and the scattered

electron energy E ' must be well defined. However counting rates

are in general lower in (e,e'x) experiments than in the corresponding

(Y,x) experiments for a given beam current partly because of the

mechanical difficulty of arranging efficient collection of the
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e' electron which is not emitted in a narrow cone and partly

because any particular momentum transfer is not correlated

with P particular angle, 0 ' . For comparable counting rates

o 9 i
we adopt a reference resolution AGO = (AEn + AE ' ) 2 of 100

u e

keV rather than the 20 keV adopted for the monochromator.

Energy or momentum analyses will generally, though not neces-

sarily always, be required in the e' and/or x detectors. The

D ' detector represented by a rectangle in Pig. 2 could be a

magnetic spectrometer or it might be a solid-state detector

telescope. By introducing a large number of detectors D ' ,

say 100 or even 1000, it would be possible to increase the

overall counting rate at a particular momentum transfer or to

count over a range of momentum transfers. To this end, an

array of detectors in the focal plane of a broad range e'

analysing magnet as in the monochromator, Fig. 1, would be

useful for some experiments, or many electron telescopes could

be arranged at many angles as suggested in Fig. 2- Similarly

many detectors D might be used. Methods of preventing the

detection of e'-particles in the x counters and vice versa are

essential to reduce the accidental rats. Both analysing mag-

nets and telescopes are useful for this purpose.
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Fig. 2. Schematic for (e.,e'x) experiment
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III RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES WITH 100 MEV CW FACILITY

A. Experimental capability of facility, general

In appraising experiments that can be done with the facility

it is necessary to bear in mind those properties which distinguish

photons and electrons from other nuclear probes and from one

another. Photons and electrons are probes with relatively weak

interactions,, of order a =>i37v colnPal:e<l with the strong interactions

associated with heavier particles and hence can be used to in-

vestigate the nucleus with minimum disturbance. Indeed "Coulomb

excitation" by electrons has the advantage over other particles

in that the interaction remains electromagnetic no matter how high

the bombarding energy. Electrons, moreover, are more versatile

probes than photons by virtue of the extra freedom afforded the

experimenter to vary the momentum transferred for a fixed energy

transferred. This is shown in Pig. 3 which is taken from a review

by H. tfberall . This figure shows that photonuclear cross sections

can be represented on a single two-dimensional section through the

three-dimensional surface representing the electroexcitation

process. Electrons provide more extensive cross section information

allowing,, for example, greater versatility in the multipole

transitions easily excited and identified. Three types of multipole

contribute, viz. Coulomb, transverse electric, and transverse

magnetic; only the latter two govern real photon transitions. By

control of momentum transfer, q, (e.g. by variation of scattering

angle) it is possible to favour excitation of desired multipoles,

e.g. high-angular-momentum multipo.les, magnetic multipoles, or

monopoles. Furthermore, the q-dependence of the inelastic form

factors (proportional to matrix elements for the transitions) can
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CROSS SECTION

(MeV)

Fig. 3 Three-dimensional plot of spectra of inelastically
scattered electrons, as functions of excitation energy <o
(right scale) and of momentum transfer q (forward scale).
The electron spectra are drawn as solid shaded curves above
the lines 6=const=180° in the (w,q) plane, where q=2k1-w
(k^incident electron energy). The following features are
indicated: (a) disappearance of the large Mott elastic
scattering cross section as 8 goes from 90° to 180°,
(b) changes in the giant resonance region (emergence of
spin-isospin collective levels, decline of isospin levels
with increasing q) , and (c) emergence of the quasielastic
peak for increasing q. Also shown is the photonuclear
cross section Oy above its trace q=uj in the (ti>,q) plane,
indicating the giant resonance. Figure from ref.".
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reveal nuclear structure (e.g. charge radii) to which photo

excitation experiments are relatively insensitive. On the other

hand, for certain experiments, e.g. studies of the El giant

resonance, the selectivity of the photoexcitation process has

advantages.

Methods of providing a high-resolution photon beam that do

not require a high duty factor include positron annihilation in

flight ' , coherent bremsstrahlung in crystals ' , and

Compton scattering of a laser beam on a beam of high energy

electrons ' . The bremsstrahlung monochromator, which becomes

attractive with high-duty-factor machines, gives the most mono-

chromatic beam but is, at a fixed resolution, subject to intensity

limitations set usually by the chance coincidence rate, and in

some instances by the D ' or D singles rates. A further useful
e x

feature of the bremsstrahlung monochromator is that the mono-

energetic photon beam is well collimated and at a few degrees off-

axis can be s90% linearly polarized.

Electron beams are difficult to use because the electron

loses energy as it passes through the target with the result that

inelastic events appear on a background caused by the radiative

tail of the elastic peak, see Fig. 4. The reaction product coin-

cidence method , practicable only at high duty factor, appears

the only feasible method that can reduce this tail but, like the

photon monochromator, is subject to intensity limitations set by

the chance and singles rates.
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Fig.4. Excitation of the giantfresonance in inelastic
electron scattering showing the large "background"
from the radiative tail of the elastic peak. From
Goldemberg24.
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B. assessment of counting rates and beam currents for (y,x)

and (e.e'x) coincidence experiments

1. Rates under favourable conditions

The counting rates achievable in various types of experiments

using the bremsstrahlung monochromator and (e,e'x) coincidence

techniques and the beam currents required in these experi-

ments can be appraised by studying a suitable selection of experi-

ments under near optimum experimental conditions. In this section we

present only the results of such a study; details of the procedure

are given in the Appendix.

The reactions chosen for study are presented in Table IV.

These involve targets from 0 to U and a wide selection of product

particles, x = n,p,ajY,f. The effect on the counting rate and

beam current of the specific energy bias or gate imposed on the

energy of the product particles is revealed by a variety of axperi-

mental conditions denoted in the first and fifth columns of Table IV

as follows:

(YJX)J (e,e'x) - total particle yield

(YJXQ), (e,e'XQ) - yield for particle x feeding excitation region

0<E <1 MeV in product nucleus, except for

O(Y,X 0) and O(e,e'xQ) where x Q denotes

the ground state particle group only.

(Y,n(4)), (e,e'n(4))- a bias excludes detection in D of all neutrons
X

with En<3.5 MeV but only neutrons with

E =4±0.5 MeV are recorded in coincidence yield.

(Y,an), (e,e'a_) - yield for a-particles to an excited state.



Table IV Maximum counting Rates and Beam currents for Selected Experiments*

Experiment

16O(Y>n)

16O(Y,nQ)

Si(Yjn)

Zn(Y^n)

Zn(Y,nQ)

Zn(Y,n(4))

Ho(y,n)

Ho(Y,n0)

16O(Y,P)

16O(Y,P0)

HO(YJ,P)

HO(Y,PQ)

16O(Y,an)

Si(Y>an)

U(Y,Y)

U(Y,f)

keV

20

20

20

20

50

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

(V.x)
Nc opt
s-1

1.8xl05

1.4xlO5

1.7xlO5

1.4xlO5

1.5xlO5

4xlO4

1.5xlO5

1.9xlO5

500

40

25

4.5

0.015

350

35

700

""•max
nA

4

15

2

0.2

6

0.5

0.03

0.3

13

37

6

7

10

1.5

6

6

Experiment

16O(e,e'n)

1 6 o ( e j

Si(e,e

Zn(e3e

Zn (e,e

Zn (e,e

Ho(e,e

Ho (e,e

160(e,

1 60( e )

Ho(e,e

Ho(e,e

160(e,

Si(e,e

U(e,e'

U(e,e'

5'nQ)

'n)

'n)

•n0)

rn(4))

'n)

•nQ)

e'P)

e'P0)

'P)

e-an)

'V
y)

f)

AOD

keV

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

e.e'x)
Nc opt
s"1

9.2xlO4

1.2xl05

4.5xlC4

1.2xlO4

1.5xlO3

6.5xlO3

2.5xlO3

3.0x103

1.90xl05

4.1xlO5

2xl02

20

7xl02

0.2

1

2.lxlO4

max
HA

0.7

2 .0

0.09

0. 004

0.1

0.01

0.00 04

0.001

14

490

0.06

0.08

1000

.0002

0.008

0.007

*For further details see Tables VI and VII in the Appendix.
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The excitation energy width AE in the (y,x) experiments

and Acu in the (e,e'x) experiments is given in the second and

sixth columns of Table IV.

The columns N .in Table IV give the maximum coincidence
c opt

counting rate at the peak of the yield curve (at or near the

giant resonance maximum) consistent with various limitations im-

posed by the counting equipment and various assumed favourable

operating conditions. The principal restrictions and assumed

conditions are:

- detectors are sensitive only to the named radiation

- the counting rate in any one ±Je' detector is ^10 s"1

- 500 detectors can be deployed, in various ways not specified

in detail for each experiment, to increase the data collection

rate over that of a simple D '-D , coincidence pair as depicted
e x

in Figs. 1 and 2. In the (y,x) experiments this is usually

intended to suggest 500 D ' detectors arranged to cover
e

adjacent AE ' intervals in the focal plane of the spectrometer,

but if required, the counters could be used, in groups of say

2 to 10, to share the count within a single AE ' interval,

thereby permitting the singles rate for that interval to ex-

ceed the 106 s"1 limit. For the (e,e'x) reaction, the 500

detectors might be solid state detectors arranged over a hemis-

phere or they might be distributed among several broad range

spectrometers at various angles 8 ' or, where x is a charged

particle, the increased rate may be effected by introducing

several D detectors.
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- the n and f detectors have efi = 0.7 and efficiency in-

dependent of energy

- single p, a and y detectors (except for the Si experi-

ments) have eQ =5x10 and efficiency independent of

energy. For the Si experiments, the target is a Si diode

detector with Q=l

- The counting rate of the neutron detector is <L0 s ,

of all others £106 s"1

- the target thickness is chosen to be the half-thickness

for the bombarding radiation or the maximum thickness

consistent with satisfactory x-particle resolution, which-

ever is least

- the accidental-to-real ratio is restricted to R=sl

- other details of monochromator and coincidence circuit

specifications are discussed in II A and the Appendix.

The columns I in Table IV present the beam currents corres-
ItldX

ponding to the listed values of N fc. Greater currents may be

needed for example with thinner targets (e.g. gas targets) or if

R>1 can be tolerated. Allowing generous contingency factors for

such conditions, the maximum currents required are:

for all (y,x) experiments ~ 1 iiA

for most (e^e'x) experiments ~ 100 \Xh .

Certain (e,e'p) and (e,e'a) experiments in which particular

particle groups are selected, require Im_v ^ 1 US. These have

good counting rates and would still be feasible at 100 |iA.

As shown in the Appendix the beam current required is, in

almost every practical case, determined by the restrictions on R
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and is independent of the resolution except insofar as the

target and radiator thicknesses, which enter the expression for

R, may affect the resolution. Hence, if smaller resolutions

than AE =20 keV and A"D=100 keV were adopted, the currents

specified in Table IV would not necessarily be affected.

2. Relative difficulty of various types of experiments

In practice most experiments will have lower counting rates

than those in Table IV because optimum conditions are not achieved.

Major causes of reduced rates are (PRP = possible reduction factor):

PRF

- 500 counters may not be feasible depending on the

geometry and other experimental conditions s 10

- detectors are sensitive to extraneous radiation slOO

- detector solid angles and efficiencies may be less s 10

- cross sections are lower in giant resonance tails sioo

- experiment may require narrower selection on E slOO

- target materials may be scarce or of unsuitable

shape £ 10

- on the other hand, for some experiments poorer

resolution or R>1 may be acceptable. &0.1

In any particular experiment not all of these reduction

factors would apply at once and no criterion can be formulated

for the most realistic overall factor. However if we assume this

overall factor to be ~10 , which is little more than a subjective

guess, we may use Table IV to classify experiments on a qualitative

scale of difficulty as in Table V. Here the categories A,B,C are
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Table V

Assessment of Difficulty of Various Experiments

Reaction Category Remarks

f t \ A & B The (Y,n) experiments have somewhat
^e->e n' better counting rates than the

(e,e'n) experiments. Both are in
A&B categories.

, , > B&A Many ("VSp) are in B with some in A
^e'c p> while (e,e'p) are in A&B. High

resolution experiments may be in C.

/ i \ C(B) Only a few a experiments in B.
\e3 e a)

t',.,1, C(B) Mostly C but some (7,y) at neutron
\eB yi threshold or below in B.

( e , e ' f )
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defined as follows:

A relatively easy Nc > 0.1 s

B difficult 0.001 < Nc < 0.1 s"
1

C very difficult Nc < 0.001 s"
1

C. Survey of (y,x) and (e.e'x) coincidence experiments

The following classes of experiments would be greatly facili-

tated by the continuous beam electron accelerator described

earlier. Many of these experiments are logical extensions of

work now in progress with neutron-or gamma-induced reactions

at NRU reactor and would be vigorously exploited if the electron

facility were available. The degree of difficulty can be judged

qualitatively by identifying the experiment with the appropriate

category in Table V.
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1. Photon and particle strength function in medium and heavy

nuclei in the giant dipole resonance tail

The energy dependence of the 7-ray strength functions <T >/D

below the neutron threshold is of considerable interest as a test

of the accuracy of nuclear models, in particular in their pre-

dictions of intermediate structure and the distribution of dipole

strength among the fine-structure levels^ .

Measurements below the neutron threshold have been reported

in (YJY O) by Axel with bremsstrahlung and by Knowles using the

NRU monochromator . The (d,py) experiments of Bartholomew et al.

gave a closely related strength function in some elements. Frag-

mentary data are also derived from thermal and resonance average

neutron capture techniques. These experiments reveal an interesting

substructure in the strength not predicted by statistical theory

and further study of this matter with better resolution,, statistical

accuracy, and wider energy range is urgently needed for comparisons

32with current theories .

Above the neutron threshold in heavy elements many measurements

of the photon strength function have been made with poor resolution

but few measurements, notably those using the threshold photo-

neutron technique >, have been made with good resolution.

The bremsstrahlung monochromator with 2 0 keV resolution would

permit good measurements of the gamma ray scattering cross section

and hence a determination of the El strength function showing the

energy dependence of the strength and, in many regions, individual

resonance parameters. These experiments vould be extended widely

in excitation energy and across the table of isotopes. By energy
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selection on the outgoing neutrons one can determine the

partial cross sections and hence neutron strength functions.

The types of study that could be advanced by these techniques

are:

1. Energy dependence of <T >/D.

2. s,p and d neutron strength functions as a function

of energy and mass.

3. correlations between y-ray and particle strength

functions leading to information on intermediate

structure and reaction mechanisms.

4. A detailed investigation of energy dependence of

absorption cross sections near threshold to test

for continuity of the total absorption cross section

33
across the threshold .

By (e^e'y) and (e,e'n) scattering experiments higher multi-

poles , both electric and magnetic, can be excited and hence Ml,

E2 and perhaps higher, strength functions may be investigated.
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2. Isospin effects in electromagnetic transitions

In self-conjugate nuclei (T=0), the giant resonance is composed

exclusively of T+l levels if T selection rules are vigorously obeyed,

while in non self-conjugate nuclei both T (=T<) and T+l (-T̂ ,) levels

40/11are excited. Calculations ^ predict that the T > states will have

smaller cross sections and higher energy than the T < states. Neutron

decay to T—|r levels (T is target isospin) is forbidden for T states

but allowed for T < while proton decay to T+jj levels is allowed for

both T and T < . Similar-type selection rules apply to the decay to

the T+t? and T+3/2 excited states of the isotope and isotone respec-

tively. The hindered neutron decay gives rise to relatively narrow

total widths for H> states and strongly influences relative cross

42sections a{y,p), a(y,n), a(y,np) . In addition, distinctive Ml decay

properties have been noted in s-d and p-f shell nuclei and in self-

44.
conjugate nuclei .

The above properties indicate that photoexcitation is a powerful

means of studying isobaric analogue states and isospin mixing in the

giant resonance region. A sharp photon beam may not always be needed,

a relatively wide incident beam can have the advantage of picking out

isobaric analogue states by smoothing the microscopic structure.

Although double-peaked structures in the giant resonance region

that could be attributed to T < and T> components ' have been

observed, this identification is by no means clearly established.

Some recent (e,e'p) experiments were carried out without e',p

46
coincidences , in which the analysis was therefore necessarily

restricted to high energy protons. Reaction product coincidence

techniques should greatly advance the state of the art in these

areas .
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Among experiments possible with monochromatic photon and

inelastic electron scattering techniques are:

1. Study YJP and n yields to low lying states so as to identify

T and T < states, and determine isospin purity and radiation

widths.

2. With T and T states identified as in 1., these reactions

can be used to distinguish T+jjr from T--̂  states in the N-l

isotope and T+3/2 from T+§ states in the Z-l isotope.

3. Compare neutron and proton excitation functions for a range

of isotopes of the same element. These should be sensitive

to the relative probability for El absorption in T > and 1^

states. Theoretically, El(T>)/El(T.J = T" 1 .

4. Study (e,e'n) and (e^e'p) reactions for multipolarity

determination of giant resonance isospin fragments.

3. Form factors, multipolarities. spins and parities

Electron scattering experiments allow one in principle to

map the electromagnetic structure of the nucleus. This has been

done extensively for the ground state by elastic scattering . It

can also be done for excited states by inelastic scattering. To

date the study by inelastic scattering is far from complete be-

cause of the experimental difficulties associated with the presence

of intense radiation tails. At most scattering angles., except near

0° and 180°, inelastic scattering is only a few percent of the

radiation tail of the elastic peak. Current low energy measure-

47ments are restricted to nuclei of low Z because the bremsstrahlung.,
2

which increases as Z , is overwhelming at high 2.
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2 24It is suggested J that the radiation tail can be reduced

in inelastic scattering (eje'x) measurements by counting coin-

cidences between the inelastically scattered electrons e' and

the decaj. particle x.

The advantage of inelastic scattering measurements made at

low energy, £30 MeV, where the momentum transfer is less than

60 MeV/c, is that the form factors so obtained depend on average

features of nuclear transitions such as change of angular momentum,

parity and energy but are insensitive to first order details of

the nucleus, e.g. nuclear radius . Thus at low momentum transfer,

unambiguous assignment of inultipolarities and strength of multi-

poles and thence spins, parities and strength functions of nuclear

levels can be assigned to all nuclei independent of the nuclear

model. This is of particular advantage for heavy elements such

as Pb and Bi where the analysis of form factors, made at

high q, is complicated, rot only by uncertainties in the. collective

model but also because form factors distorted by the coulomb field

48are no louger separable .

At higher energies ~100 MeV inelastic scattering measurements

at fixed energy transfer and over a range of momentum transfer

corresponding to scattering angle ^90° give information about

nuclear size, nuclear surface thickness, and charge radii of ex-

cited states through the longitudinal structure factor . Using

the coincidence technique to eliminate the radiation tail it is

possible to make very precise electromagnetic structure measure-

ments of heavy nuclei. Of particular interest would be a comparison
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of nuclear surface thicknesses of excited and ground states of

the closed shell nuclei., e.g. 2 0 8Pb.

Coincidence measurements between the scattered electron and

the decay particle following inelastic electron scattering can

be used to investigate low-lying excited states of nuclei. In

particular the true-to-random coincidence rate between (e' and

•y) in the reaction (e^e'Y) has been estimated as reasonable

Detection of the decay photon enables investigation of low-lying

states in heavy nuclei with high resolution, e.g. for photon

energies of a few hundred keV, the energy resolution for y-rays

is »1 keV using (Ge-Li) detectors even though incident and scat-

tered electrons of 100 MeV have widths of 300 keV. In addition

the multipolarity of a gamma-ray transition can be obtained from

its angular distribution with respect to the direction of the

momentum transfer vector of the inelastic process.

Information on spins of excited states can also be obtained

with the y-ray monochromator by measuring the angular distribution

of the x-particle. Further information pertaining to spins and

parities of levels can be obtained by bombarding with that portion

of the tagged beam which is linearly polarized and measuring an

angular distribution in the azimuthal plane.
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4. Giant resonance studies

Photo- and electro-excitation are unique methods of obtaining

many properties of the nuclear giant resonances, and in particular

the giant dipole resonance, including the total photo-absorption

cross section, (Y,n) cross section, partial decay widths, and E2

and Ml resonances effects. While some properties can be studied

to advantage via the inverse particle-gamma reactions, those men-

tioned above are best studied with photons and electrons. The sub-

ject is currently attracting much interest both experimentally and

25 51 52
theoretically as shown by three recent comprehensive reviews * '

each with a different approach and extensive bibliography.

Several theoretical approaches to explain the giant resonances

are currently being used:

1. The Goldhaber-Teller model generalized to include proton and

neutron spins (G.G.T.M.) ' . In this model dipole vibrations

of nuclear matter coupled to the nucleon spin produce a super-

multiplet of levels. Twelve of the 15 levels of this super-

multiplet are indicated for A=12 nuclei in Fig. 5. The excitation

of the other three (T=0) levels are strongly suppressed for electro-

magnetic excitation in self'-•con jugate nuclei. This model pre-

dicts the relative cross sections for different members of the

supermultiplet and can be extended to collective quadrupole and

monopole excitations. The model does not predict level energies.

Various probes are useful for exploring the supermultiplet;

photon excitation or electron scattering can be used for the

AT=1, AT =0, AS=0 transitions usually associated with the

giant dipole resonance; electron scattering, particularly
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Fig. 5. T=l giant resonance levels in A=12
nuclei. The components of the 15
member supermultiplet are identified
in the table wherein i, si and s refer
to isospin, spin-isospin, and spin
vibrations. Figure from ref. 25.
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with momentum transfer q»cu, for the AT=1, AT =0, AS=1 transi-
z

tions; muon or pion capture for AT=1, AT =1, AS=l,0 transitions

and proton inelastic scattering for the AT=0, AS=1 transitions.

2. The Steinwedel-Jensen model generalized to the Dynamic

Collective Model (DCM) . The isospin (Goldhaber-Teller)

mode is coupled to surface oscillations or vibrations

(mainly quadrupole vibrations). The resulting dipole

oscillations describe the gross structure of the giant

dipole resonance in medium and heavy nuclei, i.e. the

double or triple peaking and the relative widths and

cross sections. The effect of the surface vibrations is

to add satellites to the main peaks at intervals of 1 to

2 MeV. As the B(E2) connecting the surface vibrations

(measured between low excited states) is increased, the

mixing is increased, broadening the giant dipole resonance

and increasing the strength in the satellites.

3. The Particle Hole Model (PHM) describes the T=l, J¥=l~

giant dipole states as being created by removing nucleons

from the filled shells and raising them to a higher unfilled

shell of opposite parity . Extensive calculations using

experimental single particle energies and particle-hole

residual interactions have been carried out for closed or

nearly closed shell nuclei. The states formed due to the

coherent addition oi: these particle-hole configurations are

collective states and can be identified with the two T=l, 1

states in the GGTM. Because the shell model uses spin de-

pendent nuclear forces, some mixing between these two 1
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states is to be expected whereas the GGTM separates these

isospin and spin-isospin 1 states, Pig. 5. This mixing

permits excitation of the latter state with photons. The

PHM has been extended by introducing n-particle-n-hole

pairs and ground state correlations. These calculations

result in an improved fit to the observed giant dipole

structure . This model has also been applied to giant

resonance excitation via electron scattering, e.g. 1 states ,

— 58 —2 states . The 1 isospin cross section decreases and the

1 and 2~ spin-isospin states increase with q.

High - resolution photon and electron beams and (e,e'x) coinci-

dence techniques would be very useful to clarify many of the

remaining uncertainties of these models. Examples of experiments

that would gain from use of the proposed facility are:

1. Total El dipole absorption cross section measurements. The

models predict below 30 MeV a total photo cross section which

is 2 to 3 times the observed cross section. This is a major

failure of the PHM. Short-range correlations between nucleons

seem to be required. Measurements of the photo-absorption

cross section in 30-100 MeV region will indicate the importance

of these 'quasi-deuterons' . Unfortunately it will be difficult

to determine what fraction of the cross section is El dipo.le.

Studies with monochromatic photons, comparison with (e,e')

high-q cross sections and angular distribution measurements

of the giant resonance particle decay (in some cases with

polarized photons) will be necessary to determine the dipole

cross section. These experiments will benefit from the
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proposed facility but do not require, in general e'x

coincidence techniques or high resolution ( 20 keV) photon

beams.

Tests of the DCM. Of the many predictions of this model

only the variation of cross section as a function of energy

has been observed experimentally. This is not a very

stringent test. Other more definitive experimental tests

are: a) High resolution experiments to clearly separate

the multipeak nature of the giant resonance. b) (Y^P) and

(e,e'p) angular distributions with a high resolution variable

energy incident beam to measure E1-E2 interference in the

giant resonance region, c) Inelastic photon scattering to

low lying one phonon 2 states . These should be detectable

in nuclei where the amplitude of the surface vibrations is

59

large . d) The energy distribution of protons or neutrons

in the exit channel to known states in neighbouring nuclei

to aid in identifying the giant resonance configurations.

An experiment of this sort using time of flight for neutron

energy determination with a bremsstrahlung monochromator is

discussed by Kuchnir et al . The latter two experiments

will particularly benefit from the proposed facility.

The photor-absorption cross section for heavy spherical nuclei

all show structure on the low energy side of the Giant Dipole

Resonance. This structure cannot be explained by the DCM.

It is postulated that this structure is due to transitions

of single particles and the coupling of their motion to the

collective modes. Further discussion of this and related

questions is given in Section IUCl.
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4. increasing attention to the role played by 2p-2h,etc.

states suggests experiments which will detect their effects

on giant resonances other than dipole. For example inelastic

photo-excitation to 0 excited states, (YjOt)j (e,e'x) and

(e,e') cross-section measurements and (e,e'x) coincidence

experiments. Experiments of this type may also be used to

isolate the giant quadrupole resonance

5. The separation and identification of the isospin 1™ and spin-

flip 1 and 2 states of the GTM and of various states predicted

by the PHM immediately suggests the importance of cross-

section measurements as a function of q. Experiments to date

show that more detailed examinations with good resolution

would be profitable25'61.

Many of the experiments suggested above have recently been

started by laboratories with positron annihilation monochromators

and high resolution electron analysing magnets. Some earlier

measurements with bremsstrahlung-beam end-points cannot be consi-

dered reliable . The present machine will contribute signifi-

cantly in regions where high resolution is important and will make

possible coincidence experiments.
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5. Fission

The energy dependence of the fission cross section is not

well known. Its determination is of interest for its bearing on

the liquid drop model, the channel description of fission and

the Strutinsky theory of fission isomers.

The energy dependence of a has been measured with a broad

variable-energy y beam and various particle reactions

These studies have revealed resonance structures in the cross

section and the existence of fission isomers. Cross sections

td wfor electrons-induced fission have been measured with high energy

electrons in 2 3 8U, 209Bi and 181Ta.

Because of energy resolution and other limitations of existing

techniques very little information is available on the excitation

energies, spins and parities of the vibrational states in the

fissionable nuclei.

An electron accelerator with high energy resolution would

permit the measurement of (7,f) and (e,e'f) cross sections both

below and above the neutron threshold. In suitable cases one

might be able to excite the class II vibrational states through

Coulomb excitation and investigate the 7-ray transitions between

these vibrational states in the second potential well. Conceivably

this method of exciting the class II states could be easier than

particle transfer reactions which can excite these states only

through the weak mixing of the particle states in the first

minimum. Furthermore, the coincidence techniques would allow time-

of-flight discrimination between prompt fission and the much less

abundant fission-isomer products.
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The types of study which could be advanced with high

resolution variable y and electron beams are:

(1) Fine structure in the cross section

(2) Identification of vibrational states, their excitation

energies, parities and spins

(3) Relative depths of the primary and the secondary potential

wells

(4) Mass distribution of the fragments

Another interesting field is the lifetimes of fission isomers.

Recent measurements show that these vary between a few n seconds

to a few [X seconds. Such measurements with the proposed facility

may require beam interruption by a beam switching technique.
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6. Special (y,a) and (e.e'g) experiments

i) a clusters

Recent calculations by Cusson indicate that alpha clustering

may be a dominant feature of light nuclei^ at least up to 34Mg.

Observation of broad states with enhanced alpha cross section at

excitation energies around 30 MeV would support these calculations.

One method might involve detecting alpha particles following

photoexcitation of 4n nuclei by a low-background gamma beam. A

particularly convenient target for the proposed facility, if Cusson's

predictions can be extended to higher A, would be SBsi since the

target itself could serve as the solid state alpha detector.

ii) Time Reversal

While it is generally accepted that CP is violated , and

consequently T, there is no experimental evidence or good

theoretical reasons which allow the source of violation to be

identified '. Of the proposed explanations only those associated

with electromagnetic corrections will be strong enough to detect

experimentally. To date, fractional violation of T is less than

3x10 but more accurate tests are needed. A study of the reactions

38Si + Y^34Mg + a via highly excited states (those above the

particle thresholds) with very high resolution and good accuracy

could be a reciprocity test for T violation. The proposed high

resolution energy photon beam should be suitable for the 38Si(Yja)

3<tMg part of the study.

iii) Monopole excitations

A giant monopole excitation is to be expected from the generalized
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Goldhaber-Teller model, and shell model calculations of the giant

dipole resonance depend significantly on coupling between the

dipole state and monopole oscillations. Such a monopole state

probably has an extremely large alpha width. Under favourable

experimental conditions an (e,e'a) coincidence experiment can

reveal such states and permit their alpha widths to be measured.
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D. Assessment of advantages of facility for conventional

experiments

The high resolution and high duty factor of the proposed

facility have advantages for experiments of the conventional

(non-coincidence) type.

improved resolution in (e,e') reactions will permit the

examination of the level structure of the target in greater

detail than is presently possible and will allow better signal

to background discrimination in spectra where sharp peaks are

superimposed on a large radiation tail. The best resolution

for an analysed beam from existing accelerators operating near

100 MeV is in the neighborhood of 0.3% (Darmstadt 4) or 0.2%

(Yale ) while 0.05% is planned for a linac at Livermore

The resolution for the present facility is nominally 20-100 keV

at 100 MeV (i.e. 0.02 - 0.1%); higher resolutions would be possible

given a suitable analysing magnet and slit system. A practical

limit for resolution is set by energy straggle of the electrons

e and e' in the target.

The rate of data collection in (e,e') experiments is limited

by dead-time and pile-up effects. An example of experiments of

this type is that of Duguay et al using the Yale linac with

I £ 5 HA, AEQ = 0.2% and magnetic analysis of the e' electron.

The authors describe special electronics used to determine

dead-time effects. Under conditions where dead-time is an im-

portant limitation, the rate of data collection is proportional

to the duty factor. The Yale linac duty factor is ~0.3%, hence
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the data collection rate could in principle be ^330 times faster

for 100% duty factor operation provided the current 330 x 5 pfl =

1.6 mfl were available. With the 100 pA beam specified for the

present facility the improvement is a factor of 20 — still a

substantial gain and at twice the resolution.

For certain experiments, e.g. study of the giant resonance

fine structure that could be done by either (e,e'x) coincidence

or (e,ep) conventional techniques, the high counting rate - good

statistics advantages of the (e,e') approach can outweigh the

cleaner signal-to-background advantages of the (e,e'x) approach

when the results are weighed in terms of the amount of information

obtained per unit of experimental time expended. The (e,e'x)

approach is of course essential for other experiments, e.g. where

attention is focussed in the partial yield for a particular x

particle.

The upper limit of useful beam current for (e,e') experiments

is determined by the e' detector counting rate limit or by target

heat dissipation requirements. The highest currents are needed

for high resolution experiments, in which thin self-supporting

targets would be used, say s=200 tig-cm , For forward angle (45°)

scattering from a thin Cu target and with electron detection in a

high resolution analysing magnet (fl i 10 ) with maximum detector

rate ~10 s , currents as high as 1 mA could be used to advantage.

(The above Yale experiment is a case in point.) For back-angle

scattering, the scattering cross sections are relatively much

smaller and many milliamperes would be needed in order to reach
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the pile-up limit. In this case the beam would be limited by

heat deposition which is for electrons ~2 W/(mg-cm ) per mA.

However, the maximum current that could be sustained cannot be

accurately estimated since it would depend on the target support,

cooling arrangement, and the beam diameter.
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E. Survey of conventional experiments

The following experiments do not require coincidence methods

and therefore would not benefit from the unique capabilities

afforded these techniques by the proposed facility. Nevertheless^

they may benefit substantially from reduction of pile-up effects

and background which are secondary benefits of the continuous beam.

Some of the categories may overlap one another as well as items in

Section III cbut in general each emphasizes different aspects of

electromagnetic excitation or involves sufficiently different

experimental methods as to warrant a separate listing.

1. Electron scattering from aligned nuclei to obtain static

quadrupole moments and interference terms between multipoles.

To date only one measurement has been made; on holmium.

2. Measurement of structure factors (transition matrix elements)

by (e,e') experiments with the following aims:

i) Look for Ml transitions at 8«180° in cases where the

transition is forbidden., to search for meson current

or direct nuclear spin current effects.

ii) Study of nuclear breathing mode (excitation of 0 states)

iii) Measure transverse form factor near 8=180° to excite high

multipoles; determine multipolarity, J, v, T.

iv) Study departures from siegert theorem which states that

Coulomb and transverse electric form factors approach

equality as q approaches 0.

v) Study effective charge in transitions,

vi) Measure precisely average charge radius for ground states .
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vii) Study low—lying excited states (essentially Coulomb

excitation).

viii) Selectively excite giant resonances for the various

higher multipoles by varying q and S.

• ix) Study light elements, e.g. H, He, He, for comparison

j' with comprehensive theories.

3. Experiments of the type e,(e')x in which the e1 electron is

not observed.

4. Conventional photonuclear studies. This category could be

broken down into many subsections as in item 2.

5. Study of isomeric states and radioactive decay excited by

electron bombardment.
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IV. FUTURE EXTENSIONS

A. Rationale

In this section a survey of some advantages to physics re-

search of extending the accelerator energy to 1 beV is presented.

Some consideration was given to maintaining the energy at 100 MeV

and increasing the current beyond 2 mA. However., since the prin-

cipal advantage of a continuous beam lies in the coincidence

applications and the beam current (Table I) is already chosen

near optimum for those applications, there appears little to be

gained by further increases. Another possibility would be to

bunch all or part cf the beam into pulses of high instantaneous

current for time-of-flight and short-lifetime activation appli-

71

cations. However, it has been shown that only marginal capital

cost advantages are likely from a hybrid accelerator capable of

supplying both high duty factor and pulsed beams. It would seem,

moreover, that conflicting experimental requirements are inevitable

in such a system, e.g. different users requiring different output

energies at the same time. It follows therefore that pulsed and

continuous requirements are best satisfied by completely separate

machines with performances optimized for their respective applica-

tions .

It is felt that the most fruitful extension would be to increase

the energy while maintaining the CW feature. While any significant

increase to say 200,400 or 800 MeV would permit new and better ex-

periments, for example, for comparison with detailed models of the

giant resonance ^ , or to increase the cross section for excitation

of higher multipoles in the (e,e'x) reactions2, it is felt that the

best target would be 1 GeV with a current of at least 1 mA. This

energy permits studies of intermediate - energy nuclear
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physics including some reactions with IT- and M- mesons. The

field of intermediate energy nuclear physics is one of the major

unexplored areas of nuclear physics, an area shortly to be entered

with proton beams from meson factories. At 1 GeV the momentum

transfer available allows resolution of detailed structure within

the nucleus, in particular the short range correlations and

clustering of nucleons, while complications from meson effects

which enter at still higher energies are not yet serious. For

these studies one needs higher currents than at 100 MeV because

cross sections are in general smaller, e.g. of the order of

O.lub/sr for a typical (e,e'p) experiment (Section IVB2) and

1 pb/sr for non-coincidence type experiments such as

study of charge form factor and nucleon-nucleon correlation

(Section IVB3) , and because production of useful ir and \j. secondary

beams requires as large currents as possible (Section IVB6).

It is perhaps worth noting that studies in this area, while

intensely interesting as nuclear physics, need not necessarily be

without direct applications. For example, if processes for nuclear

power in addition to fission, fusion and spallation exist, one

might hope they would come to light in this area. Mu-mesic

catalysis is a near-success in this direction.

Several high current, 0.5 mfl average, electron linacs of

energy 500-600 MeV with 2% duty factor, viz. Saclay (built), M.I.T.

(built) and Amsterdam (proposed), are designed to exploit this

74field . By increasing the beam to 1 mA at 1 GeV with 100% duty

factor, one would acquire significant advances over these devices.
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B. RESEARCH

The following fields would be especially rewarding if

studied at 1 GeV.

1. charge radii and short range nucleon-nucleon correlations

Studies of nuclear radius by elastic scattering at electron

energies of a few hundred MeV to 1 GeV require high resolution

spectrographs —~ = 1 0 , average beam currents in the mA range,

and preferably high duty factor but do not require coincidence

techniques. The high currents are needed because the cross sections

at large momentum transfers where interesting diffraction effects

occur are extremely small, approaching picobarns • The large-q

diffraction minima observed in these measurements have been ex-

plained by Khanna' in terms of short range nucleon-nucleon cor-

relations. If this theory is realistic, this process may be one

of the few where short-range correlations can be studied without

ambiguity. Much work at higher momentum transfers is clearly needed

to further test the Khanna theory. The same experimental data in

the region of the diffraction minima may shed light on the magnitude

of nuclear polarization effects by the electromagnetic field.

Other experiments that may be used to study short range cor-
11 TO

relations are high energy phutoproton studies and pion capture

Both of these experiments suffer from severe interpretation diffi-

culties because there are three or more particles in the final state.

The photoproton studies, notably the {y,np) reaction, is a coinci-

dence experiment in which energy spectra and angular distributions

must be measured to map out the entire six-dimensional79
space . Similarly, (e,e'np) experiments may also be

kn,k )
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valuable for revealing the nuclear pair correlation function.

Pion capture requires an intense flux of "stopped" pions.

All of these approaches would be nearly ideal with the

1 GeV beam.
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2. Study of the quasi-elastic peak

By suitably selecting energy and momentum parameters in

(e,e'p) reactions it is possible to explore deeply bound proton

orbitals. This requires detecting coincidences between e1 and p.

In reported experiments ' the scattered electron and proton kinetic

energies and the electron angle are kept fixed while the missing

energy (proton binding energy) is varied by simultaneously varying

the initial energy (in the range 500<Ee<600 MeV)and the proton

angle. The overall energy resolution was 10-12 MeV contributed

partly from detector solid angles and partly from target thickness.

a ip 27 1? dO Ti
Targets of Be, C, Al, S, Ca and As have been studied

and the Is, lp, Id., ,-, 23-̂  ,„ and 16.^.^ orbitals detected and their

binding energies and widths measured. Orbital 1 values can be

checked by angular distributions. There are many anomalies in the

results . For example, the results cannot all be fitted with a

simple potential well; the intensities associated with the various

buried orbits in As are not as expected, and it is difficult to

interpret with a static model evidence that the Is level is about

40 MeV wide in 27Al.

The experiment has been performed with a 2 nA beam and it is

predicted that 0.16 |iA could be tolerated before accidental rates

were overwhelming. The duty factor was <2% hence a 100% duty

factor might permit beams as high as 8 UA. For heavier nuclei it

is necessary to use thinner targets resulting in a loss of a factor

of 10 for medium weight nuclei and 100 for heavy nuclei over carbon.

The (e,e'n) reaction to observe neutron buried orbits does

not appear to have been done. The problem of neutron detection
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with good energy resolution makes counting 100 times slower than

for the (e,e'p) reaction but, depending on background sensitivity

of the neutron detector and single rates in the e' detector, it

may be possible to increase the beam beyond 8 |JA.

The (e,e'a) reaction requires thinner targets and hence

higher beams than (e,e'p).

Some recent studies have concentrated on attempting to repro-

duce the gross shape of the quasi-elastic peak using single-particle

models in which the nucleons are bound in a finite well and make

82
transitions to the continuum . These studies give a good account

of the peak including the high-energy-loss tail and also, when

analysed on a Fermi gas model, give an accurate value for the Fermi

momentum in nuclei (248 ± 5 MeV/c from measurements in 40Ca) . More

comprehensive descriptions include the cross-section contribution

from the (3,3) nucleon resonance. These can lead to an under-

standing of how a nucleon isobar propagates in the nucleus, including

the effect on its width by nuclear matter^ . In other recent work ,

the high energy tail of the quasi-elastic peak was found to have

irregularities that may be caused by nucleon-nucleon correlations.

Clearly much remains to be done in this field and a 100% duty

factor would provide a clear advantage.
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3. Nucleon-nucleon interaction

Study of the interaction of the two-nucleon system with

photons may help in deciding between various two-body inter-

84action models involving different types of meson currents .

Many of these models agree equally well with expectations from

pion-nucleon scattering, and form factor data, but need addi-

tional tests to see which are realistic.

Description of high-energy deuteron photodisintegration

near 150 MeV involves electromagnetic multipoles up to and

including the octupole-quadrupole interference term and final

state waves up to f-wave. The angular distribution is sensitive

to the percentage D-state assumed for the deuteron wave function

and to other properties of the two-nucleon potential . In the

measurements of the differential cross section there is room for

much improvement in statistical accuracy and consistency between

different experimenters before these theoretical questions are

adequately answered.

Above 150 MeV, the photodisintegration cross section is

complicated by 7T-meson production. At these energies, particularly

near the (3,3) resonance at ~330 MeV, the photoproduction cross

sections provide a promising method of looking for meson effects

in the electromagnetic interaction, the so-called isotensor contri-

bution to the current. The resonance is expected to cause differ-

ences in the total cross sections for the reactions n(y,F~)p and

p(y,TT )n which should be identical for the normal isoscalar plus

isovector interaction. Departures of the order of 20% have

recently been reported for y-ray energies between 200 and 500 Me\r
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but the statistical accuracy is poor. The isotensor excitation

should also strongly affect the cross section for the reaction

n(y,w°)n at 330 MeV but as yet no observations of this effect

have been reported.

In elastic (e,d) scattering there are discrepancies in the

neutron electric form factor analysed from the data as compared

to well-established results from thermal neutron-electron

84
scattering . There are also problems in getting consistency at

large momentum transfers using neutron magnetic form factors

taken over from (e,d) inelastic scattering. At present, data

and theory do not permit conclusions from very large momentum

transfer elastic scattering. Backward-angle inelastic (e,d)

scattering can give information about the deuteron and n-p final

states, including off-the-energy-shell behaviour.

In elastic scattering, experimental and theoretical diffi-

culties exist at high q and therefore low -q experiments still

have an important role, but here the experiments must be very

2 —2

accurate. For example, for l<q <4F , most models agree to within

a few % and hence interesting physics comes to light only if one

achieves <1% accuracy.

Some investigations of the types described requiring careful

experimental techniques would, no doubt, benefit from the unique

features of the proposed facility.
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4. Inelastic photopion production

With monochromatic y-rays in the range 150-450 MeV, one

± * -
can excite the reaction y+N (A, Z) -*r +N (A,Z+1). In this

experiment one can vary q by looking at the angle of emission

of the TT-meson and can explore spin flip resonances of various

multipolarities in the generalized Goldhaber-Teller model. At

forward angles the spectra are dominated by the dipole reson-

ances., at larger angles by the guadrupole resonances. The pion

spectra and the spectra of neutrons in the subsequent reaction

Ng>res#(A,Z-l) - N*(A-l,Z-l)+n

are also strongly sensitive to tlie pion angle.
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5. Secondary beams

The intensity of ir ± beams generated by a 1 mÂ  330 MeV

electron beam is ~ 5xl07 s~1*MeV"1 at 50 MeV while that of

stopped |a-mesons is 106-108 s"1 depending on the target

87conditions . Although these beams are about an order of

3 4magnitude less than LAMPF beams they are, nevertheless, 10 -10

stronger than present-day beams from the Chicago, CERN, and

Columbia cyclotrons and the v beams have the extra feature (an

advantage for some experiments) that they are of lower energy

(50 MeV) than the peak of the spectrum (300 MeV) from 800 MeV

proton production. Experiments with electron-produced F's and

|_t' s will be essentially "stopped" meson experiments.

a . Stopped F experiments

The pion is absorbed imparting its entire rest mass of 140 MeV

as kinetic energy to the nucleons. This corresponds to a very

high momentum (~ 530 MeV/c) which must be supplied by the nucleus.

If the interaction involves one nucleon the experiment explores

the high momentum aspects of the nuclear wavefunction; if it

involves two nucleons, which is a much more probable process, it

explores properties of the pair correlation. Examples of possible

experiments are:

i. Two-nucleon correlation function: this is already

mentioned under IV Bl.

ii. (V , 2p) reactions, nuclear structure of product nucleus .

iii.AT=2 transitions (AZ)(w 7r+)(A,Z+2), permitting exploration

87of some hard-to-reach isospin states
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iv. Radiative capture, (AZ) (ir ,y) (A, Z-l), exciting T =-1

analogue states of the giant resonance. One can look

for fine structure, compare with u-capture rates,

etc. 3'' (section III C4) .

b. Stopped U-experintents

i. Probe electromagnetic properties of nuclei through

93
U-mesic X-ray studies . This field is already quite

mature but no doubt much could be done with more in-

tense sources.

ii. u-capture studies. Excite T =-1 analogue states of

giant resonance, look for fine structure, compare with

7T-capture. Several experiments have been done in light

elements. One experiment to examine structure in heavy

elements has been carried out by CRNL personnel .
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V APPENDIX

PERFORMANCE OF MONOCHROMATOR AND ELECTRON INELASTIC
SCATTERING COINCIDENCE SYSTEMS

The considerations underlying the performance figures

quoted in Section III and the beam current requirement of

Table I are here given in detail. The principal objective

with both high-resolution systems reduces to exploring details

of the differential cross section a or a , with an incident
pX Sj6 X

beam of narrow energy width, AE or AEQ, and with outgoing

particles x and e1 defined in energy and angle as required by

the problem. A measure of the feasibility of an experiment is

the maximum coincidence rate between scattered electron and

reaction product, x, consistent with manageable singles rates

and an acceptable ratio of accidental to real coincidence rates.

In the following we derive expressions for these rates and for

the necessary beam current with adequate rigor and generality

for the assessment of feasibility of any experiment of (y,x) or

(e,e'x) type.

The estimation of singles rates in the x-detector requires a

knowledge of the gross form and magnitude of the cross sections

as a function of energy and angle. Total and partial cross

sections for dipole photo-absorption are published for many

materials. Total cross sections can also be estimated with suf-

ficient accuracy from the Lorentz line shape normalized to a

measured value at one energy. Angular distributions for (y,n)

experiments are readily calculable. Total cross sections for
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electron excitation can be deduced from the corresponding photo-
2

nuclear cross sections by the expression

dkdft ' k dfi '
e e

where E ' , 8 ' and dfl ' are the energy, angle, and differential

solid angle of the scattered electron, k is the photon wave num-

ber, and where the photon energy E is equal to the excitation

energy <D=EO-E ' in the electron interaction, E Q being the initial

electron energy. The factor dN, /dfi ' depends on the initial and
A. Q

final electron parameters but not on nuclear parameters except X.
Representative curves showing the dependence of dN, /6.Q, ' on 9 '

A e e

for various coulomb and transverse excitations of multipole X for

particular values of E Q and E are shown in Fig. 6.

A. Bremsstrahlunq monochromator performance

The following notation is consistent with the geometry in

Pig. 7 and with the apparatus schematic in Fig. 1:

I - initial electron beam current in electrons

s"1

E o, AEQ - energy and spread of initial beam

t_ - radiator thickness in atoms • cm . This is

chosen as the maximum thickness consistent

with the mean energy loss being small com-

pared to AEO.

CTB(EQ,E ) - differential cross section for brems-

strahlung production by electrons of

energy E Q per unit energy interval of
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10

10"

l l l i r

E o = 60 MeV

E y = 20 MeV

C = COULOMB _

T = TRANSVERSE

30 60 90 120 150 180

Fig. 6. Dependence of dN,/dfi ' on S • for various
coulomb and transverse multipoles.
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FIG. 7. a. GEOMETRY FOR BREMSSTRAHLUNG
MONOCHROMATOR

b. ENERGY DIAGRAM FOR (y,n ) REACTION
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scattered photon. (Integration has been

performed over electron and photon angles

ee- and e7-)

AE ' ** resolution width of electron spectrometer
e

AEV - resolution width of tagged photon beam

e
m(E ,E ') - efficiency of magnetic spectrometer for

transmitting to detector Dg' all scattered

electrons within the range E ' -*E '+&E '.
3 e e e

This depends on the angular acceptance of

the spectrometer. Curves of e as a function

of E ' and electron angle, 9 ', are given

in Pig. 8.

e ' - counting efficiency of D '

£ (EO,E ') probability that photons from the radiator

will impinge upon the target T.

t - target thickness in atoms.cm . This is

dictated by experimental requirements, e.g.

to be sufficiently thin to satisfy x n < A E V

dt 2
but thick enough to effect heat dissipation.

E - energy of outgoing product particle or photon,

x.

Exl j E 2 ~ lower and upper limits respectively of energy

sensitivity of detector D as determined by

analysing magnet, bias, or gate, as the case

may be, used to select x-events before coinci-

dence.
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FRACTION OF ELECTRONS SCATTERED AT
- 3

ANGLE <0S) FROM 10 cm Cu RADIATOR

I acceptance av\<jle of

' s magnetic Spect.

to
<65> DEGREES

Fig. 6. Fraction of electrons scattered at angle <%>
from 10~3 cm thick cu radiator for three values
of the energy of the scattered electron, E '=3,4
and 6 MeV. The vertical line at 8° represents
the magnet acceptance angle and the intercept
with each curve shows the fraction of the scattered
electrons transmitted. The initial energy is Eo=20MeV?
for higher E_ the fraction accepted is greater.
The curves are for a cu radiator, the curves for
heavier radiators, e.g. Ta, are similar.
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te (E ) ~ solid angle and efficiency at E of detector
x'"x'"x

Dx

e (E ) ~ efficiency of D for counting another
r x x

particle of type r at the energy E.,.

S ~ Threshold or separation energy for particle

x.

o (E ,l,E ,9 ) - differential cross section for multipole ^
fX f X X

at bombarding energy E , for emission of

particle x per unit energy interval at E and

per unit solid angle at 8 , estimated as des-

cr ibed above.
ayr^Ey'X>Ex'Bx) ~ a s f o r ayx.{Ey>k'Ex'6x) b u t f o r a n o t h e r

particle, r, to which D is sensitive.
X

The coincidence counting rate, N , the singles rates N ' and N ,
C © X

and the random/real ratio, R, are then

Ne'

n _ *i /r T X . I JV § /?> M /•"!• i ^ n _ ""•»•-•

x2r

Jo
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where 2T is the resolving time of the coincidence circuit and

where for simplicity it is assumed that the separation energies

for particles r are identical to Sx.

These expressions can be simplified for roost applications.

Thus, in the following we assume a detector D for which the

angle integral can be replaced by the value of a at 6 , times

ii . Furthermore, we note that the (Y,X) cross sections available in

the literature are usually integrated over E . We can therefore

replace the double integral in eg. 2 by

/

Ex2
exf(E ,EV) dE

*l Y - W ( E E S W ^ (6)

I dEx
/•E -S/•E -S

where u T(E ,*,8X) =/
 CT7xdEx i s t h e t o t a l cross section,

e^f(EX,E ) describes the efficiency-weighted intensity distri-

bution of particles x following bombardment by photons of energy

E^ and F x (Exl;.Ex2,Sx,Ex3Ey,
s
x) represents the fraction of that

distribution within the energy limits imposed on D . For example,
X

in the particular case of the (Y,n) reaction, assuming a flat

93written appruximateiy
n2

response of D„, F can be written approximately
X X •"

p = JE
 En e " En / TdE n

n -̂nl

/0 n

where the temperature, T, is a function of E -S •
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Similarly, the triple integrals in eqs. 4 and 5 may be replaced

by

In order to demonstrate monochromator performance it is

necessary to select reasonable typical values for various

parameters in eqs. 2-5. We first adopt the following "mono-

chromator parameters", i.e. parameters that would usually remain

fixed from experiment to experiment.

E ' = EQ-E = 5 MeV for all EQ, i.e. the magnetic field is

fixed and EQ varied to change E .

e = 0.9 assumed independent of E Q

V = ET = 1-°
t = 5 mg-cm"2 Ta = 1.8 x 102 atoms-cm" (for which the spread from

straggling and differential energy loss effects is filOkeV for Eo=sl00 MeV.)

2T = 10"8 s

CTB(E0,EQ) ^ 5.8 x 10"3z2E - 1 = 31 E "-""b MeV"1, s e e ref.9 4

Ne'(max) = 106 s"1

In any given experiment, defined essentially by a ,E ,

E , and E _ , the remaining parameters in egs. 2-5 are chosen

by the experimenter so as to reach a compromise between the

data quality (small R and AE /E ) and the data acquisition

rate (large N ). This is a subjective decision that may be

approached in many ways but for the present purposes we pro-

ceed as follows:
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Rewriting eq. 2 with the above substitutions,

Nc = 5 x 10
 JI t x n x - ^ a7xTFx, (7)

we note that It fi AE /E must be chosen as large as possible.x x y y

We first maximize t Ji AE /te and second choose I as large asx x Y Y
possible consistent with simultaneously satisfying the following

*
inequalities derived from eqs. 3-5:

e ^ 2 x 108 (8)

5.6 x lO"3 IxtxnxaYxTFxK * Nx m a x (9)

and ,,
5.6 X lO"11 IRK * R m a x (10)

where R_ is the maximum value of R acceptable to the experi-
II19X

menter; N __ is the maximum count rate of detector D : I ,1
A IUaX X © X

and I distinguish the current limits defined by each inequality,
R

and Kyis given by

From inspection of these inequalities we see that as AE /E or

t & x is increased the lesser of I ' or I may become less than

I R beyori which further increases of A E /E or txnx, as the case

may be, would not have the effect of increasing N but only of

reducing the current and hence the accidental-to-real ratio (and

incidentally perhaps the room background). while these are

desirable effects, in some circumstances (e.g. where increasing

n required expensive counter modifications) it may not be

practicable, for these secondary benefits alone, to strive to

increase txfix or AE /E beyond the point where lQ' or I x equals IR.
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The quantity K^is principally a function of properties

of the reaction (annrm,S_r,f('E__,En,) ) and selectable experimental
f X X X X f

parameters ( E
VJ

E
XI^

E
X2^•

 I t a l s o depends on properties of the

detector through e , and F . In Pig. 9 the energy dependence

of K_,is shown for a number of different reactions and experi-

mental conditions with the simplifying assumption that the

detector is an ideal detector for which F =0, and e is inde-

pendent of E . The curves represent the following experi-

ments .
1. ZntT^nQ) with AEn =1 MeV, i.e. a 1 MeV gate bracketing the

ground state neutron group. It is assumed that the gate

precedes the coincidence circuit so that only events passing

the gate are processed by that circuit.

2. Zn(Y,n) with fully open gate, AE_=E -S__
n y x

3. Zn(y,n(4)) with 3.5 MeV bias before the coincidence circuit but

only neutrons with E =4 ± 0.5 MeV are studied.
J n

4. Ho(7,n) with fully open gate3 AEn=E -S n

5. Si(7,n) with fully open gate, A E
n
= E ~ s

n

6. 160(Y,n) with fully open gate, AEn
=E,y-Sn

These curves not only span the range of giant dipole resonance

shapes from light to heavy elements and almost the full range of

output particle gate settings, but also give a good representation

of the range of K-,for many reactions of (YJX) type. The latter
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8 16 20 24 28 32

(MeV)

Fig. 9. Energy dependence of Kyfor various reactions
and discriminator conditions as described in
text.
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follows because K^contains the cross section, a in both

numerator and denominator and is therefore, to the extent that

all o have roughly the same resonance shape, independent ofyxi.

the absolute value of CT
vxT-

The range of KyShown in Fig. 9 does not cover experiments

with x a charged particle in which a magnetic spectrometer is

used to select a particular narrow group. Under these conditions

^approaches the lower limit AE /E^, e.g. typically 10 for

AE = 20 keV at E = 20 MeV. On the other hand, inclusion of

sensitivity of detector D to extraneous radiation (F /0) would

result in K_,-values several times larger than shown in Fig. 9.

To demonstrate the behaviour of the three current

limits, we take, for example, in Fig. 10 the Ho(7,n) reaction

and the Zn(7,n) reaction (experiments 1,3 and 4) with the following

experimental conditions.

t = 6.8 x 10 atoms/cm2

Qx = 0.7

£x = !

Nx = l o 5 ^

AE = 50 keV; 20 keV

These values of t , ft , e , R and N are close to the maximum
X X X X

practical values. Two curves of I ' for typical values of AE_

are shown. We note that values of AE^ much greater than 100-200

keV would not be attractive because in that range the monochromator

faces competition from other techniques, in particular positron

annihilation in flight.
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I01

10

o
to

H Zn(y,n{4))

Ho(y.n)
Z ( (

_I X Ho(y,n)

Fig. 10. current limits corresponding to inequalities
8, 9 and 10 for values of fixed parameters
given in text. The heavy line gives the
maximum current permitted in each experiment.
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In the Ho(Y,n) experiment the maximum allowed current

(heavy line) Fig.10 is everywhere determined by the D counting rate .
X

In the Zn(y,n(4)) experiment the current limit is set by the

accidental-to-real limit at energies below 13 MeV and by the D

counting rate above that energy. In the Zn(Y,n,,) experiment the

current limit is determined by the accidental-to-real limit below

15 MeV, by the D rate from 15 to 18 MeV and by the D ' rate above

18 MeV. For more usual detector conditions, e.g. e
x
<^-} fix~0.05,

and for x, a charged particle for which t must be much less than

6.8 x 10 2 3 atoms-cm"2, the I limit lies above the I limit and

the latter then determines the coincidence rate, N .
c

Values for the maximum coincidence rate obtained by

substituting maximum currents from Fig. 10 in eq. 7 are shown in

Fig. 11. These curves show that the maximum coincidence rate

passes through a peak near the energy of the giant resonance.

Coincidence rates in the tails of the giant resonance may be as

much as 100 times smaller than the peak value. Peak values deter-

mined in this way for a wide selection of reactions are presented

in Table VI. This table also gives Nc t = 500 Nc, the "optimum"

coincidence rate achievable when 500 detectors are used in suitable

parallel configurations to increase the data collection rate.
B. Electron inelastic coincidence system performance

The following notation is consistent with the geometry

in Fig. 12 and the apparatus schematic in Fig. 2:

t - target thickness in atoms.cm

E a - scattered electron energy following

inelastic event
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lOOOr

sec

8 12 16 20 24 28 32
E y MeV,

Pig. 11. Maximum coincidence rates corresponding
to current limits shown in Fig. 10.



Table VI Parameters and Counting Rates for (y,x) Experiments

Exp.

atoms•cm
-2
n e
x x

AEx
MeV keV MeV mb nfl

N X
s~l =-1

•c opt
s L

Ho(Y,n)

Zn(y,n)

Si(Y,n)

16O(Y,n)

Ho(Y,nQ)

Zn(Y,nQ)

160 (T^g)

Zn(y;n(4))

Ho(7,p)

16O(7,P)

Ho(<Y,p0)

16O(Y,P0)

160(Y,an)

Si(Y,an)

U(Y,T)

U(-y,f)

6 .8xlO 2 3

••

ir

••

••

t i

ti

•t

4xlO2 0

4xlO 2 1

4xlO 2 0

»

5xlO19

4xlO2 3

2.5xlO2 2

••

2.5xlO1 9

0 . 7

tl

II

••

"

••

••

II

5xI0~2

II

••

II

1

5xlO~2

«

0 . 7

E7"Sx
11

It

1

••

M

ET"Sx

1

0 . 5

«

•E7

VSx

20

II

••

II

II

50

20

II

II

It

II

It

»

II

II

11

"

12

16

20

22

12

16

22

16

12

22

12

22

22

20

5 .5

13.5

13.5

0.48

0.40

0.25

0.23

0.40

0.37

0.20

1 . 1

0.48

0.23

0.40

0.05

0 . 3

2

3

0.48

0.48

380

73

1 1

7

56

2 . 9

1 . 4

11

8

14

1 .2

4

4xlO"2

4xlO"2

1 1

0 . 2

300

0.03

0 . 2

2

4

0 . 3

6

15

0 . 5

6

13

7

37

10

1.5

1

6

6

lxlO5

11

»

II

0.66xl05

lxlO5

16

2 8 1

2 . 4

i

. 0 1

1600

130

25

522

1.7xl03

8x103

65xlO3

104x103

14xlO3

55xl04

40xl04

2xlO4

31xlO4

35xlO4

38x104

lOOxlO4

27xlO4

45xlO3

lx lO 5

2.7xlO5

M

0.005

0.03

0 . 2

0 . 3

0.04

0 . 7

1

0 . 2

1

1

1

. 6 2

1

1

1

1

1

300

280

340

350

380

300

270

100

0.05

1.0

0.009

0.08

0.3x10"

0 . 7

1 .5

0.07

1.4

15xlO4

14xlO4

17xlO4

18xlO4

19xlO4

15xlO4

14xlO4

4xlO4

25

500

4 - 5

4 0

4 .015

350

750

35

700
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:AE r

Ex-" ^

t

. A
in

FIG. 12. a. GEOMETRY ^OR ELECTRON INELASTIC
SCATTERING,

b. ENERGY DIAGRAM OF THE U,* '*) REACTION
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£ ',AE_/ - net energy and energy spread of in-

elastic electrons emerging from the

target, i.e. having lost E.-E ' due

to radiation or collisions subsequent

to inelastic scattering.

E \,E '_ - lower and uppe=r limits of energye i e £.

sensitivity of D ' as determined by

analysing magnet, or gate used to

select e1 particles before coincidence.

^e'»
e
e'>9e' - -olid angle, efficiency and angle of

the detector D '.

ai,a>.. ,0) Aco - energy of the excited state in the

nucleus prior to particle emission,

lower and upper limits and energy spread

of the excited region.

(I , e ,9 - solid angle, efficiency and angle of

the detector D .
X

- differential cross section for multi-

polarity A. at electron bombarding energy

E Q, for emission of particle x, per unit

energy interval at E and per unit solid

angle at 8 and of scattered electron

e' per unit energy interval at Eg and

per unit solid angle at 8 '.
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tf ,(E ,Efl,9 ') - differential inelastic cross section
66 O p 6

at incident electron energy Eo, per

unit energy interval of the scattered

electron at energy E~ and per unit solid

angle at 9 '.

aM(E ,9 ') - cross section for electron elastic

scattering at energy E Q, per unit solid

angle at 9 ' (Mott scatterina).

f (t ,EflJE 'j6 ' ) - normalized probability per unit energy

interval for an electron of energy E«

to be left with energy E ' after energy

losses due to bremsstrahlung and electron

collisions integrated over all photon

argles. Explicit expressions for this

function are derived by Maximon and

Isabelle95.

f (t ,E,,,EV,8 ') - normalized probability per unit energy^ x p j e

interval of photon production due to

bremsstrahlung losses of an electron oi

energy E R at an angle 6 ' with respect

to the electron. The quantities f and

f are related in the limit of a single

interaction and at high energies where

radiation losses predominate.

In the following we assume that D ' is sensitive to electrons

only and that D may be sensitive to several types of x-particle

but not to electrons.
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The singles count rate in the electron detector can be

written

V =

e e ' d E e ' d E S d J V d Exd f i

0 E e' l

The single count rate in the particle detector is

rEx2/.
Eo"Exl"s

/ / / / [XX , V]
0 0 Lx'^ x \ J

The coincidence rates for the true events will be

aee-x
Ee'l

Since our primary interest is to obtain an order of magnitude

estimate of these count rates, a complete e*"-iluation of the

integrals is unnecessary. To simplify these expressions we assume

that the electron detection system is sensitive to only a narrow

range of energies E ', -E ' « E Q, that the detector D is sensi-
e j- e & p x

tive to only one type of particle x, and for the study of the

ant resonance region (cu i 20 MeV) one uses E Q > 50 MeV.
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The above equations then reduce to

»5 Ei t-.

0 Ee'l
0 e Ee

f f
0 Ee'l

= I fcx / / / /
0 0 E x l 0

V 7 7
E e ' l

i ty f =/
fig1!

Ihe quantity f =/ f (t ,EQ,E ',
e )dEJ which effectively gives the

fig1! e x 3 e e e

fraction of the inelastic peak falling in the energy gate

9 5
E '- -E ', at E '- Efi can be estimated from the bremsstrahlung

cross section. As an example, for the gate width AE ' = 20 keV,

100 keV and 200 keV this quantity f is ~28%, 43% and 50%

respectively.

The background under the inelastic peak in the electron

spectrum is given by the quantity Rta:Q- This contribution is

from the tails of the elastic and other inelastic peaks and can

95
be estimated from explicit formulas given by Maximon and Isabelle .

In general the contribution from the elastic peak dominates.

This tail has a minimuirij nearly constant value ~2xlO aM for

0.5 E0<E "<0.9 E Q i.e. for 0.5 EQX0>0.1 EQ.

The quantity g(E0,t) which is the ratio of the photon in-

duced excitation to the electron induced exci'~-»tion can be estimated
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from the bremsstrahlung cross section and the relationship

between the a , and a as given by equation (11). For a 93.8

mg/cm2 63Cu target and 20 MeV incident electron beam, Scott,

Hansen and Kerst found g to be 0.5. It will increase with

incident electron energy and the target Z but will decrease

with target thickness.

For the case 0.5 EQ>co>0.1 Eg and very thin targets so that

AEg-AEe',we may write

V = I fcx AEe V V

Nx = 1 y x2

o o
O Ex2

AE x l

Nc = I

Exl

R = ^ = 2T I t x [ a e

where o° = aBEy , Kg. =[

4T,"

If 7 .,w
r2

7 e
x

aee'x dEx
E x l
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and

• / MS V

K l =

E x l

In order to further simplify the equations we define

7 J Sx CTee'x d E x dE
P

P ,ee'x

If '•x CTee'x x £
0 0

Ex2

-x d Ex
G , = x lee ' x ——

then

Nx ~

0

Px [aee'TFee'x + *fcx °l Kl
where
T is the total width and fx is the particle width for emission of particle x.

° 'T is the total inelastic crosu section integrated over all

angles and al l energies of outcpimj particles and

o ,. is the differential total ir»Hlastic cross section per unit
ee u

solid angle. We may also write

V = I t x / i E p fle' e e - [ f a e e , + 0 .02 aMJ

r

Nx = J cx n x fCTee'T F ee 'x + * V B a e e ' t K l G e e ' x ] 1^

Nc " X fcx AEp ee" "x "e' I CTee't Gee'x ^
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R = 2T I tx[aee, + (0.02)f ~
loM] Ke'

The limiting value of the current can be obtained from

the conditions

N ' £ 1 0 6
e
 5

N s icr for x=n
X
N
X

a n d Re

r
106 for x=Y,p3a,f

Further analysis is similar to that for the (y,x) reaction

in Section A.

Values for the maximum coincidence rate and limiting beam

currents were deduced by the above methods for the same targets,

reactions and experimental conditions as were used for the

analysis of (y,x) coincidence experiments, Table VI. The results

appear in Table VII. The (e,e'x) experiments were all assumed

to be done at 9 '=45° and to involve El excitation. The quantity

N_, . in the last column is the "optimum" coincidence rate

achievable when 500 detectors are used in suitable parallel

configurations to increase the data collection rate, i.e.

Nc opt = 500 V

C. compact presentation of attainable counting rates

The coincidence counting rate N for (y,x) or (e,e'x)

experiments is presented in Pig. 13 as a function of ratios

X = N /N and Y = N_/N, where N and N are the single counting
C Q C X 6 X

rates in electron and product detectors respectively. These

ratios, determined by the experimental conditions, occur in

region
0 =s x * 1 and 0 s. y si (11)



Table VII Parameters and Counting Rates for (e.e'x) Experiments. Aco = 100 keV

Exp.

Ho(e,e',n)

Zn(e,e'Jn)

Si(e,e',n)

O(e,e',n)

Ho(e,e',n0)

zn(e,e'3no)

O(e,e'3n0)

Zn(e,e' ,n(4)

Hofe.eSp)

O(e,e',p)

Ho(e,e'JPQ)

O(e,e',pQ)

O(e,e',an)

Si(e,e',an)

V{e,e',y)

U(e,eS 7 )

U( e je",f)

t fi e
X X X

atans-an z

3xlO 2 1

II

••

I I

••

II

II

••

4xlO 2 0

3x lO 2 1

4x lO 2 0

4xlO 2 0

5xlO 1 9

3x lO 2 1

3x lO 2 1

3x lO 2 1

2.5xlO21

0 . 7

••

••

"

l l

"

• •

5xlO"2

II

l l

••

1 .0

5xlO"2

"

0 . 7

AE co

MeV MeV

"

»

1

1

1

1

cn-sx

l l

1

0 . 5

0 . 5

-

12

16

20

22

12

16

22

16

12

22

12

22

22

20

5-5

13.5

cu-sf13.5

E0
MeV

60

II

••

»

11

I I

I t

I I

"

••

I I

••

20

60

60

K 2

d.0"2

32

9 . 1

3 . 2

2 . 6

25

9 . 1

1 .6

18

32

2 . 6

26

0 . 7

2 . 6

3 . 0

53

19

19

Kjt

xlO"2

71

11

2 . 3

0 . 7

55

11

0 . 5

22

7 . 1

0 . 7

6 . 0

0.02

0.01

20

560

112

112

K a ,e eex

xlO"2

103

20

5 . 5

2 . 7

80

19

2 . 1

40

39

3 . 3

32

0 . 7

2 . 6

50

625

130

130

3720

6 1 5

75

16

560

2 . 4

8 . 7

92

74

27

1 1

13

0 . 1

0 . 1

89

1 .8

3100

max

I
2.0x10"'

0.004

0.09

0.73

0.001

0 . 1

2 . 0

0.01

0.06

14

0.08

490

1000

0 . 3

1.0x10" 5

8.0xl0~3

7.5xlO~3

N - l

sd.03

100

100

100

100

100

1 .2

100

100

4

250

0 . 5

110

0 . 8

7 . 0

20

0.05

100

Ne'
s-1

xlO3

0.25

0.86

3 . 5

8 . 0

1 .6

26

216

2 . 8

13

1 5 1

16

715

192

10

0 . 8

4 . 5

3 . 3

R

0.05

0.03

0.04

0.04

0 . 3

1

0.09

0 . 2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0 . 8

Nc
s-1

5 . 2

25

90

185

6 . 1

3 . 0

238

12

0 . 5

380

0.10

8 1 5

1 . 5

0 . 7

0 . 2

0.002

43

Ncopt

xlO2

25

125

450

925

30

15

1200

65

2 . 0

1900

0 . 2

4100

7 . 0

3 . 0

1 .0

0.01

210

05
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Fio. 13 Coincidence countinq rat^ fci- (7,x) and (e,e'x)
exoeriments.
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The coincidence counting rate N , as a function of x, Y

and R, the random to true coincidence rate, is

N c = (2T)~i'X Y R

where (2T) is the resolving time of the coincidence circuit.

N is maximum for a given X and Y if (2T ) ~ and R are as large

—1 8 -1
as possible. Reasonable limiting values are (2T) = 10 s

and R«l. Values of R » l are not desirable since these are

associated with a low statistical precision for N . Under

these conditions H is given by

N = 108X Y R R^l (12)

Although maximum N is obtained with R=l, additional constraints,

imposed by maximum permissible counting rates of electron and

product detectors, can limit R to lower values. It is assumed

that

6 1 (Vmax = 10& s"1 <13>

Equations (12) for a range of N , subject to restrictions

(13), are plotted as solid lines in Fig. 13. There are four

different regions in Fig. 13 separated by lines X = 10 and

Y = 10~2. In region (OA), where R=l, H and EL, are less than

106 s • Jn the other regions (OyA), (0xA) and (AB), where

_2
R ranges from 1 to 10 as indicated by the broken lines, either

6 —1N or N or both N and H have tl" .• maximum counting rate, 10 s ,

Values of x and Y for (y,x) and (e,e'x) experiments and

beam current I corresponding to optimum counting rate N
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are estimated from the following equations.

(Y;x) (e.e'x)

X = 6
T V x V X = 2CD£

Y = (ee/2)K~1AE(y/E,), Y = e ^

I = 108 RY[tfaBeeAEY/EY] I = 108 Ryf^a^ EgAco/20)]"1

= 2xlO8 RttjCTgK^]"1 = 2X108 R U ^ ' K J " 1

where f(8) = a= ,/a at electron scattering angle 0 and where

a i is the total elastic scattering cross section. The other
M

factors have been defined previously.

In region (OA) the coincidence counting rate Nc can be

increased if X (e.g. the fractional acceptance of the product

detector e ) is increased or if Y (the electron acceptance

angle e and resolution) is increased. However, N will not

increase with increase of X or Y for X and Y s 10 . In these

regions, one of the detectors has reached its counting rate

limit and, if X or Y are increased further, the incident current

I must decrease. A decrease of I causes a corresponding de-

decrease of R.

The maximum current for (Y,X) and (e,e'x) experiments

occurs at point A of Pig. 13. In (Y,x) experiments, the maximum

current is inversely proportional to the radiator thickness t,. .

For a Ta radiator with t =10~ , we have 1=1.4x10" [xA. in (e,e'x) experi-

ments this current is inversely proportional to target thickness

t and is I = 2 mA for the thinnest target listed in Table VII.
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A reduction of single counting rate limit of either

detector, e.g. from 10 s to 105 s""1 is illustrated

in Fig. 13 by shifting the dividing lines X or Y = 10 to

X or Y = 10~3.

A relative assessment of (Y,X) and (e,e'x) coincident

counting rates in experiments using the same target can be

made by plotting on Fig. 13 points (X,Y) corresponding to

the targets listed in Tables VI and VII. This shows that

coincident counting rates are generally lower in (e,e'x)

experiments because Y is lower. This is because the electron

detection efficiency in (e,e'x) experiments is e = 1 0 and

in (YJX) experiments is e « 1. In addition, the factor K

is often greater than K , particularly for high Z targets,

because bremsstrahlung in (e,e'x) experiments contributes

substantially to the singles rate in the X product detector.
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